
 

 
 

TIP SHEET 
Festive Family Gatherings  
Five Holiday Decorating Tips from Lands’ End and Emily Henderson,  
host of HGTV’s Secrets From a Stylist 
 
Neighbors, co-workers, aunts and uncles, it’s the time of year when we all get together. With a 
little festive spirit, Lands’ End holiday decor and expert guidance from Emily Henderson, HGTV 
host and designer, it’s easy to transform just about any space into a magical holiday place. 
 
 

Tip #1: Delight the Senses with the scent of fresh greenery and 
the warm glow of flameless candles. There’s nothing like entering 
a holiday home and being greeted by warm hosts and the aroma 
of pine, juniper or eucalyptus. Lands’ End offers Holiday Greenery 
in 12”, 22” and 30” wreaths as well as 12’ garland.  Each piece is 
made to order by hand from a fourth-generation Pacific 
Northwest farm. 
 
Set the mood with the glow of worry-free flameless candles. 
Lands’ End’s are vanilla-scented and available as votives, 4”, 6” 
and 8” sizes. Just set the timer mode and they’ll turn off 5 hours 

later. 
 
 
Tip #2: Make a Memorable Mantel. “The fireplace is the focal point of your living room all year 
round,” remarks Henderson. “And it’s especially important to decorate it for the holidays – or 
you’re missing a huge opportunity. The key to decorating your fireplace is to add a lot of 
contrast, texture and color.” 
 
Henderson recommends starting with a base of fresh greenery to “break up the masculine lines 
of the fireplace.” Add Pewter-Overlay Stocking Holders and Ornaments in designs such as a 
reindeer, penguin and even a picture frame for a touch of silvery sparkle. Next add color with 
classic Needlepoint Stockings. These timeless styles bring all the holiday colors to the mantel. 
Look for new designs, including Houndstooth and Showshoe, to join Santa, Reindeer, Ice 
Skaters, Polar Bear, and all the other holiday favorites. 
 
 
Tip #3: Seasons Greetings! The holiday season starts with thoughtful greetings. Hostess gifts 
and heartfelt party favors for guests demonstrate you care and appreciate each other.  
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Lands’ End offers a variety of holiday sweets that make great hostess 
gifts or are perfect for sharing with guests – from Exclusive Peppermint 
Crunch Cookies™ to English Butter Toffee, Hammond’s® All Natural 
Mint Sticks Candy and Sea Salt Caramels. For a sweet and savory treat, 
Lands’ End has a delightful Popcorn Trio that’s made just down the road 
from Lands’ End by Rural Route One in Montfort, Wis. Each come in a 
decorative, reusable tin – the Mint Sticks in a glass jar. 
 

Bringing some holiday spirits? Then make it memorable with a Knit 
Bottle Sweater featuring a Snowflake, Moose or Tree. Sweater are 
available for both wine and beer bottles. Kick it up a notch by 
monogramming the host’s initials on a Canvas Wine Tote. Each features 
a handle for easy carrying.  Both single and double wine bottle totes are 
available. 
 
 

 
Tip #4: Thoughtful Tree Trimmings. Ornaments tell a story – whether it is Baby’s first Christmas 
or a cherished photo in a pewter photo frame.  From Handmade Needlepoint to Pewter and 
“Mercury Glass” Ornaments, Lands’ End has all the classics. New this year are Kids’ Gardening 
Ornaments that contain a mix of seeds and vermiculite to grow when spring arrives. Look for 
Candy Cane Flowers, Christmas Tree-To-Be and Snowflake Flowers. It’s a clever tree trim that 
can bring parents, grandparents and kids closer together. 
 

 
Tip #5: Trimmings extend to the tabletop with the clever use of Needlepoint Mini Stockings. 
Use these precious little handmade stockings to nest your knife, fork and spoon for holiday 
feasts. A set includes a train, skater, reindeer and penguins. Each stocking also makes a great 
gift card holder! 
 

For the base of your table, begin with classic Linen Tablecloths featuring a red or natural trim. 
Available in four sizes, each can be monogrammed. Complete the look with coordinating Dinner 
Napkins. To add some pattern to the holiday table, look for the 90” Damask Holiday Table 
Cloth or 90” Runner. Each features a delightful print pattern designed by Lands’ End and is a 
perfect match to the Pickstitch Placements, Napkins and Cocktail Napkins. 
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